Abstract. An 
In 2 the asymptotic Poincar lemma (APL) is formulated, and its solutions are derived with the calculus of exterior differential forms [1]- [3] . (All differential form notation concurs with that defined in [1] .) These results are utilized in 3, 4 to construct, respectively, the boundary and stationary point approximations of a multidimensional oscillatory integral. The resultant differential form representations encompass the standard vector expressions given, for instance, in [4] and [5] . The boundary point technique is applied in 3 to the Kirchhoff representationof the diffraction of a scalar field by an aperture in a perfectly conducting screen. The Maggi-RubinowiczMiyamoto-Wolf expressions [6] [7] [8] and their properties are recovered. Several other critical point contributions are also considered in 4. The Leray form [9] is constructed in an appendix with the APL method of solution. This form is utilized in the asymptotic approach given in [10] . The 
Let the operator (2.45) The preceding results recover those given in [6] [7] [8] . However, the discussion has been appreciably simplified using differential forms. Moreover, it refutes the statement in [8, p. [4] and treated like the present case. Problems involving the coalescing of stationary points, branch points, poles, and so on will not be discussed. The situation where the domain is an n-domain @ rather than the whole space X will be discussed at the end of this section.
In the vicinity of x o the Morse lemma [13] The first integral in (4.12) is simply [4] , [14] (4.13) 
Because the boundary, 0U, of U is at infinity and the amplitude function A is zero there, the boundary integral in (4.25) is zero. The other integral has the same form as the original integral in (4.19); hence, this process can be repeated. After (m + 1) steps u/of( u)-uf( u)l,=0
The standard stationary phase expressions are readily obtained from (4.30) and (4.31) [14] . Furthermore, the preceding derivation is a generalization of the ones given in [4] and [5] which employed vector identities (divergence theorem) and, hence, were restricted to Euclidean spaces. In contrast with [4] and [5] , for example, the results of this section remain valid in cases where X is a manifold.
One can rewrite the expression (4.31) in a more manifest form [14] m (4.34) cI(v, xo),-, e "rx0) v-Tj.rA(x0),
Applications and ramifications of these results are given in [14] 
the total asymptotic expansion of the integral is defined in terms of the stationary and the boundary point contributions. This result assumes those contributions are independent [4] or [5] are readily recovered. Note, however, that the differential form expressions are especially suited to calculations of these types.
Finally, consider the case where x 0 is a nondegenerate stationary point of F and lies on the boundary X. Near x0 a local coordinate system u-(u',Un) (where u'--(Ul,"" ",U-l) defines a point on X and u n is defined along the unit normal to X at x0) The preceding results coincide with those given in [9] . Note, however, that the present approach differs from the standard construct employed in [9] . For instance, (A.5) can be derived by introducing the local coordinates (u,...,u,)=u such that Ui--X for i=/=j and u/-P, hence jw. /o 6o(U,Zo).
